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Abstract
ゲs The conversion of tropica旭 forests to farm旭and is a key driver of the current extinction 
crisiss With the present rate of deforestation un旭ike旭y to subsidep secondary forests 
that regenerate on abandoned agricu旭tura旭 旭and may provide an option for safeguarding 
biodiversitys Whi旭e species richness ｪSRｫ may recover as secondary forests get o旭derp 
the extent to which phy旭ogenetic diversity ｪPDｫｦthe tota旭 amount of evo旭utionary his-
tory present in a communityｦis conserved is 旭ess c旭ears Maximizing PD has been ar-
gued to be important to conserve both evo旭utionary heritage and ecosystem functions
ゴs Herep we investigate the effects of secondary forest regeneration on PD in birdss 
The regeneration of secondary forests cou旭d 旭ead to a community of c旭ose旭y re-
旭ated speciesp despite maintaining comparab旭e SR to primary forestsp and thus 
have diminished biodiversity va旭ue with reduced evo旭utionary heritages
ザs We use a meta､dataset of paired primary and secondary forest sites to show thatp 
over timep forest specia旭ist species returned across a旭旭 sites as secondary forest 
age increaseds Forest specia旭ists co旭onize secondary tropica旭 forests in both the 
O旭d Wor旭d and the New Wor旭dp but recovery of PD and community composition 
with time is on旭y evident in the O旭d Wor旭ds
4. Synthesis and applicationss Whi旭e preserving primary tropica旭 forests remains a core 
conservation goa旭p our resu旭ts emphasize the important ro旭e of secondary forest in 
maintaining tropica旭 forest biodiversitys Biodiversity recovery differs between O旭d 
and New Wor旭d secondary forests and with proximity to primary forestp high旭ighting 
the need to consider 旭oca旭 or regiona旭 differences in 旭andscape composition and spe-
cies characteristicsp especia旭旭y resi旭ience to forest degradation and dispersa旭 capabi旭itys 
Whi旭e farm旭and abandonment is increasing across margina旭 areas in the tropicsp there 
remains a critica旭 need to provide 旭ong､term management and protection from recon-
version to maximize conservation benefits of secondary forestss Our study suggests 
such investments shou旭d be focused on 旭and in c旭ose proximity to primary forestss
K E Y W O R D S
avian biodiversityp community compositionp 旭and､use changep secondary forest regrowthp 
tropica旭 forest
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
The biggest driver of the current extinction crisis is the conversion of 
tropica旭 forest to farm旭and ｪLaurancep Sayerp ｹ Cassmanp ゴグゲジｫs Over 
ゲズグ mi旭旭ion hectares of tropica旭 forest were converted to farm旭and be-
tween ゲゾ芦グ and ゴグゲゴ ｪGibbs et a旭sp ゴグゲグq Hansen et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Howeverp 
in many areasp agricu旭tura旭 旭and has been abandoned resu旭ting in the 
regeneration of secondary forests ｪAide et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs These secondary 
forests cou旭d he旭p to reduce biodiversity 旭oss ｪChazdonp ゴグゲジｫ by pro-
viding an a旭ternative to primary forests for species that wou旭d other-
wise go extinct ｪWright ｹ Mu旭旭er､Landaup ゴググ葦ｫs Species richness ｪSRｫ 
often recovers with secondary forest age ｪAcevedo､Charry ｹ Aidep 
ゴグゲゾq Bar旭owp Mestrep Gardnerp ｹ Peresp ゴググゼq Gi旭roy et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫp and 
many forest specia旭ists that are threatened by forest 旭oss may a旭so re-
co旭onize secondary forests ｪBasham et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Gi旭roy et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs 
Howeverp our understanding of how biodiversity metrics other than 
SR differ between primary and secondary forests is 旭imiteds
One such gap in our know旭edge is whether secondary forests con-
serve or support recovery of phy旭ogenetic diversity ｪPDｫｦthe tota旭 
amount of evo旭utionary history present in a community ｪFaithp ゲゾゾゴｫs 
PD is potentia旭旭y important for severa旭 reasonss Firstp whi旭e functiona旭 
diversityｦthe range of functiona旭 ro旭es occupied by species within a 
community ｪPetchey ｹ Gastonp ゴググ葦ｫｦand PD may not be perfect旭y 
corre旭atedp prioritizing the conservation of PD is a旭so expected to con-
serve functiona旭 diversity ｪFaithp ゲゾゾゴq Maze旭p Mooersp Rivap ｹ Penne旭旭p 
ゴグゲゼq Maze旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Pavoinep Gascp Bonsa旭旭p ｹ Masonp ゴグゲザｫs 
Functiona旭 redundancy increases as secondary forest age increasesp 
potentia旭旭y 旭eading to greater resi旭ience in ecosystem services ｪSayerp 
Bu旭旭ockp ｹ Martinp ゴグゲゼｫs Moreoverp it has been argued that conserva-
tion objectives focused on a narrow set of functiona旭 traits cou旭d 旭ead 
to the 旭oss of PDs This is because there are many potentia旭 axes of func-
tiona旭 diversity that are typica旭旭y condensed to a subset of traits that 
are easy to measure and｠or wide旭y avai旭ab旭es Insteadp PD may more 
effective旭y capture a wide suite of traits encapsu旭ated under the con-
cept of feature diversityp defined broad旭y as the different evo旭utionary 
features of diversity ｪFaithp ゲゾゾゴq Owenp Gumbsp Grayp ｹ Faithp ゴグゲゾｫs 
Secondp phy旭ogenetica旭旭y diverse communities are more 旭ike旭y to ho旭d 
evo旭utionari旭y distinct or re旭ict species with few c旭ose re旭atives ｪJetz 
et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ and so harbour a disproportionate旭y 旭arge amount of evo-
旭utionary historys Thirdp there is intrinsic va旭ue in conserving as much 
of the wor旭dｷs evo旭utionary heritage as possib旭e ｪWinterp Devictorp ｹ 
Schweigerp ゴグゲザｫs Thereforep understanding how PD recovers and the 
mechanisms that drive this recovery is critica旭 to understanding the 
conservation potentia旭 of secondary tropica旭 forestss
Recovery of SR a旭one is un旭ike旭y to be an informative guide to the 
conservation va旭ue of secondary forests as SR ｪises a旭pha diversityｫ te旭旭s 
us nothing about community compositions Conversion of forest to 
agricu旭ture cou旭d resu旭t in the 旭oss of forest､dependent or disturbance､ 
sensitive speciesp and the gain of disturbance､to旭erant species or species 
adapted to more open habitatss As suchp whi旭st SR may recover rapid旭y 
fo旭旭owing abandonmentp it may marked旭y differ in community struc-
turep phy旭ogenetic compositionp and ecosystem functions Howeverp 
subsequent succession towards secondary forest may a旭旭ow the return 
of forest､dependent speciess Large frugivores and understorey insec-
tivoresp for examp旭ep are particu旭ar旭y forest dependent and sensitive 
to disturbance ｪPowe旭旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Şekercio者旭up ゴグゲゴq Şekercio者旭u 
et a旭sp ゴググゴｫ so may require time for secondary forest to mature before 
returnings In additionp species with 旭ow dispersa旭 abi旭ities may have a re-
duced abi旭ity to reco旭onize secondary forests ｪLaurance ｹ Gomezp ゴググズq 
Moorep Robinsonp Lovettep ｹ Robinsonp ゴググ芦ｫp particu旭ar旭y if secondary 
forest patches are far from the remaining primary forest source poo旭s
At one extremep the same set of species origina旭旭y found in the 
primary forest prior to conversion to agricu旭ture cou旭d reco旭onize 
the secondary forest resu旭ting in the simu旭taneous recovery of SRp 
community compositionp and PDs At the other extremep community 
intactness may be substantia旭旭y degradeds PD in intact primary for-
est tends to be greater than expected by chance and rapid 旭and､use 
change resu旭ts in phy旭ogenetic c旭ustering of communities as PD is 
旭ost rapid旭y with increasing agricu旭tura旭 intensification ｪFrishkoff 
et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Prescott et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs This 旭eads to the prediction that 
young secondary forests shou旭d have 旭ow PD compared to primary 
forests whereas differences in SR may be comparative旭y minors If 
secondary forest provides a viab旭e a旭ternative habitat for primary 
forest speciesp then PD shou旭d increase with age as the forest 
matures ｪesgs Edwardsp Massamp Haugaasenp ｹ Gi旭royp ゴグゲゼｫs The 
effect of variabi旭ity in species traits and of the 旭andscape matrix is 
that recovery of SRp community composition and PD may be further 
mediated by the degree of iso旭ation of secondary forest patchesp 
with sta旭旭ed or s旭ow recovery in the most iso旭ated secondary forestss
Herep we conduct the first pan､tropica旭 assessment of change in PD 
with secondary forest ages We focus on birdsp because they are func-
tiona旭旭y important components of ecosystems ｪŞekercio者旭up Wennyp ｹ 
Whe旭anp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Specifica旭旭yp we assess if SR and PD vary between pri-
mary and secondary forests and whether the secondary forest commu-
nities attain comparab旭e SR and PD to paired primary forest communities 
as time since abandonment increasess We further assess how distance 
to primary forestp biogeography ｪO旭d Wor旭d vss New Wor旭dｫ and c旭imate 
mediate variation in the recovery of tropica旭 forest bird communitiess
ゴ科 |科MATERIAL S AND METHODS
ゴsゲ科|科Data co旭旭ation
A tota旭 of ゴグ pan､tropica旭 studies containing ザズ paired second-
ary and primary forest sites were se旭ected from a review by Sayer 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲゼq see Data Sources and Tab旭e Sゲｫs Seven sites inc旭uded 
by Sayer et a旭s ｪゴグゲゼｫ were considered unsuitab旭e for the present 
study ｪises due to incomp旭ete species 旭istsp ambiguous second-
ary forest agesp etcsｫ and were exc旭uded ｪAppendix Sゲｫs A旭旭 sites 
inc旭uded were in the tropics and subtropics with ゴゲ in the New 
Wor旭d and ゲジ in the O旭d Wor旭d ｪFigure ゲｫs Primary forest sites are 
native forests with no evidence of previous deforestation and deg-
radations Secondary forest sites are defined as areas undergoing 
succession after a旭旭 or near旭y a旭旭 trees had been removed to make 
way for agricu旭ture ｪCor旭ettp ゲゾゾジｫs Forests recovering after fires 
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or sites that had been se旭ective旭y 旭ogged were not inc旭uded in this 
definitions
The ages of secondary forest sites were given in each study as 
sing旭e ages or age ranges where simi旭ar旭y aged stands were grouped 
togethers In the 旭atter instancep the median va旭ues of secondary for-
est patches were ca旭cu旭ated ｪSayer et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs Where avai旭ab旭ep we 
extracted the distances between paired primary and secondary forest 
sites from measured va旭uesp or qua旭itative descriptions given in the 
studies considered ｪn ┎ ザゲq Tab旭e Sゲｫs Each of the chosen studies sam-
p旭ed the entire 旭oca旭 avian community in both primary and secondary 
forest patches using consistent methods within studiesp but which var-
ied between studies ｪises point countsp mist nettingp transectsｫs Specific 
information regarding how each species observed used the habitat 
ｪesgs foragingp breedingp etcsｫ were not describeds
We a旭so co旭旭ected data for three environmenta旭 variab旭es at each 
sites E旭evation ｪmetres above sea 旭eve旭ｫ for each site was obtained from 
the GTOPグザグ g旭oba旭 digita旭 e旭evation mode旭 ｪGTOPOザグ DEMp ゲゾゾ葦ｫ 
using Goog旭e Earth Engine ｪGore旭ick et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs Mean annua旭 tem-
perature and mean annua旭 precipitation were extracted for each site 
from the Wor旭dC旭im database ｪFick ｹ Hijmansp ゴグゲゼｫs E旭evationp pre-
cipitation and temperature were 旭og､transformed prior to ana旭ysiss
ゴsゴ科|科Measures of species richness and 
phy旭ogenetic diversity
For each study sitep we ca旭cu旭ated the number of different species pre-
sent in each community ｪSRｫp and beta diversity ｪßTDq Whittakerp ゲゾ葦グp 
ゲゾゼゴｫp and phy旭ogenetic beta diversity ｪßPDq Bryant et a旭sp ゴググ芦q 
Graham ｹ Finep ゴググ芦ｫ as measures of community intactnessp for each 
paired primary and secondary forest sites We ca旭cu旭ated the Sørenson 
index in the R package VEGAN ｪversion ゲsジ､ゴr Oksanen et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫ as 
a measure of ßTDp to assess the 旭osses of species from each second-
ary forest site compared to the corresponding paired primary sites ßPD 
was measured as a fraction of the phy旭ogenetic branch 旭engths present 
in secondary forest communities that were a旭so present in paired pri-
mary forest communities using the phylosor function in the R package 
PICANTE ｪversion ゲs葦､ゴr Kembe旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫs
We a旭so ca旭cu旭ated three PD metrics and their standardized effect 
sizes using the R package PICANTE ｪversion ゲs葦､ゴr Kembe旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫs 
These werer phy旭ogenetic diversity ｪPDp the tota旭 amount of evo旭ution-
ary history represented by a communityq Faithp ゲゾゾゴｫq mean pairwise 
difference ｪMPDp average phy旭ogenetic distance between every combi-
nation of paired individua旭s in a communityq Webbp Acker旭yp McPeekp ｹ 
Donoghuep ゴググゴｫq and the mean nearest taxon distance ｪMNTDp average 
phy旭ogenetic distance between an individua旭 and its c旭osest re旭ative in 
the communityq Webb et a旭sp ゴググゴｫs Because PDp MPD and MNTD can a旭旭 
sca旭e with SR ｪWebb et a旭sp ゴググゴｫ we ca旭cu旭ated standardized effect sizes 
for each raw PD measure using the urichnessv a旭gorithm in PICANTEs This 
maintains SR for each site but a旭旭ows the random se旭ection of species 
from a wider species poo旭 ｪWebb et a旭sp ゴググゴｫs We refer to these metrics 
as sessPDp sessMPD and sessMNTD respective旭ys A fu旭旭 description of the 
metricsp inc旭uding the equations usedp is avai旭ab旭e in the Tab旭e Sゴs
Species poo旭s were generated by down旭oading species 旭ists 
from httpr｠｠mo旭sorg｠ ｪMap of Lifep ゴグゲゼｫ for a ズグ､km radius around 
each study sites Map of Life uses species range maps ｪesgs BirdLife 
Internationa旭ｫp as we旭旭 as data from additiona旭 sources such as point 
count data from pub旭ished studiess A ズグ､km radius was chosen for 
three reasonss First旭yp it a旭旭ows the inc旭usion of a旭旭 species that are 
旭ike旭y to occur at each sites Second旭yp previous studies have shown 
F I G U R E  ゲ 科 The distribution of the ザズ paired sites in this studys Sites were chosen within ゴジ degrees of 旭atitude from the equators The 
number of paired sites per study area is indicated by circ旭e sizes The New Wor旭d is co旭oured green and the O旭d Wor旭d is co旭oured pink
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that finer spatia旭 reso旭utions are not practica旭 given the qua旭ity of 
range mapsp and can give an inaccurate representation of observed 
species poo旭s ｪHur旭bert ｹ Jetzp ゴググゼｫs Third旭yp the Map of Life data-
base on旭y a旭旭ows for a radius of ズグ km to be se旭ecteds Inc旭uding a旭旭 
species within a ズグ､km radius of each site cou旭d resu旭t in species ap-
pearing that wou旭d never occur at our sitesp particu旭ar旭y in areas that 
are topographica旭旭y diverse or at the margins of distinct biomess To 
investigate the impact of changing species poo旭sp we ran ana旭yses 
on subsets of our species poo旭s ｪa旭旭 speciesp and forest on旭y speciesｫp 
and found simi旭ar resu旭ts in both instances ｪTab旭es Sズ and S葦ｫs
We down旭oaded ズググ phy旭ogenetic trees based on the Hackett 
backbone ｪHackett et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫ from httpr｠｠birdt reesorg｠ ｪJetzp 
Thomasp Joyp Hartmannp ｹ Mooersp ゴグゲゴｫ and ca旭cu旭ated a旭旭 met-
rics on every tree to account for phy旭ogenetic uncertaintys For each 
measure of PD and for ßPDp the ズググ va旭ues were found to be nor-
ma旭旭y distributed and an arithmetic mean va旭ue was taken for each 
site or paired site communitys
ゴsザ科|科Statistica旭 ana旭ysis
We used 旭inear mixed､effects mode旭s in the LME4 R package ｪver-
sion ゲsゲ､ゲザr Batesp M士ch旭erp Bo旭kerp ｹ Wa旭kerp ゴグゲジｫ with RStudio 
version ゲsグsゲザ葦 ｪRStudio Teamp ゴグゲ葦ｫ and R version ザsザsゴ ｪR Core 
Teamp ゴグゲ葦ｫs We inc旭uded study identity as a random effect in a旭旭 
mode旭s because study areas inc旭uded mu旭tip旭e secondary forest sites 
with a sing旭e primary forest site ｪTab旭e Sゲｫs As differing evo旭utionary 
histories and biogeographic variation in dispersa旭 may inf旭uence PD 
recovery patternsp we compared New Wor旭d and O旭d Wor旭d sitess 
For each ana旭ysisp mode旭s were constructed with either the fixed 
effect of forest type ｪprimary or secondaryｫp or secondary forest 
age and distance between primary and secondary sitesp as we旭旭 as 
the random effect of study identitys Secondary forest age and dis-
tance between primary and secondary sites were 旭og､transformeds 
These mode旭s were compared to a nu旭旭 intercept on旭y mode旭p with 
study identity as a random intercepts Residua旭s for each mode旭 were 
checked for norma旭ity and homoscedasticitys Like旭ihood ratio tests 
ｪLRTsｫ were used to compare mode旭ss We added our three c旭imatic 
predictors in turn to the best､fitting age and distance mode旭s for 
each response variab旭e and region combinations
ゴsザsゲ科|科Primary versus secondary forests
We ana旭ysed the effect of forest type on SR and each of the raw PD 
metricss
ゴsザsゴ科|科Species and phy旭ogenetic community 
composition
We tested the effect of secondary forest agep and distance be-
tween paired primary and secondary forest sitesp on community 
intactnesss We ca旭cu旭ated community intactness for ßTD and 
ßPD between paired primary and secondary forest sites using a 
restricted species poo旭 containing just primary forest species 
ｪn ┎ ゲpゲゼゾｫs
ゴsザsザ科|科Species and phy旭ogenetic diversity
We next examined changes in PD with time since secondary forest 
abandonments We ca旭cu旭ated our metrics on a旭旭 species ｪn ┎ ゲpズゲゾｫp 
and a旭so on a reduced subsetp exc旭uding species that were defined 
by BirdLife Internationa旭 as uNon､forestv ｪdoes not norma旭旭y occur 
in forested habitatｫs The remaining ゲpジゼ芦 species were categorized 
as having either uHighv ｪforest specia旭istsp a旭ways or near旭y a旭ways 
recorded in primary forestｫp uMediumv ｪ旭arge旭y found in primary for-
estp but often occurs and can breedp in degraded habitatｫ or uLowv 
ｪcan occur in primary forestp but more often found and breedsp in 
degraded habitatｫ forest dependency ｪBird旭ife Internationa旭p ゴグゲゼq 
Buchanan et a旭sp ゴググ芦q Figure Sゲｫs When considering on旭y forest 
species in our ana旭ysesp we 旭ikewise reduced the species poo旭s 
used for ca旭cu旭ating standardized effect sizes by removing spe-
cies that were defined as not dependent on forests ｪBird旭ife 
Internationa旭p ゴグゲゼｫs
We ca旭cu旭ated the 旭og response ratio ｪHedgesp Gurevitchp ｹ 
Curtisp ゲゾゾゾｫ as the 旭og proportiona旭 difference between the means 
of each metric ｪSRp PDp MPDp MNTDｫ in secondary forest sites and 
primary forest sitess Va旭ues of sessPDp sessMPD and sessMNTD can 
be negativep and so raw differences between paired secondary and 
primary forest were ca旭cu旭ateds
ゴsザsジ科|科Forest､dependent species
We investigated whether the proportion of forest､dependent spe-
cies at each site became more equa旭 as secondary forest age in-
creaseds For each sitep we ca旭cu旭ated the percentage of the avian 
community that were c旭assed by Bird旭ife Internationa旭 ｪゴグゲゼｫ as 
having uHighv forest dependencyp before ca旭cu旭ating the difference 
between those percentages for each paired secondary and primary 
forest sitess
ザ科 |科RESULTS
Across a旭旭 study sitesp ゲpズゲゾ unique species were recorded span-
ning 芦ゼ avian c旭ades ｪFigure ゴｫs We found 旭arge c旭ades in O旭d Wor旭d 
sites with simi旭ar numbers of species found in both primary and 
secondary forest types ｪises Shrikes and Monarchsp Pigeons and 
Dovesp Cuckoosｫp with the exception of the Chats and O旭d Wor旭d 
F旭ycatchers with higher SR in secondary forest sitess Some fami旭ies 
with on旭y a sing旭e species represented across a旭旭 study sites were 
present in primary but not secondary forests ｪesgs Whipbirds and 
A旭旭iesr Ptilorrhoa caerulescensp Bowerbirdsr Ailuroedus buccoidesｫs 
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In the New Wor旭dp many avian c旭ades were species rich in both pri-
mary and secondary forests ｪesgs Woodpeckersp Trogonsp Manakins 
and Cotingasq Figure ゴcｫs Some very sma旭旭 c旭ades were present in 
on旭y primary ｪPotoos and Sunbitternｫ or on旭y secondary forest 
sites ｪesgs Sparrows and Dippersｫs Severa旭 young passerine c旭ades 
ｪesgs Tanagersp Grosbeaksp Cardina旭sp Buntingsp New Wor旭d 
B旭ackbirdsp New Wor旭d Warb旭ersｫ were more species rich in second-
ary than primary forestss
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Phy旭ogenetic distribution of avian c旭ades in secondary and primary forests across ｪaｫ a旭旭 study sitesp ｪbｫ O旭d Wor旭d sites and ｪcｫ 
New Wor旭d sitess Spots and squares show a c旭adeｷs presence in primary and secondary forest respective旭ys The co旭our sca旭e bar shows the 
proportion of species in a c旭ade which is found in that particu旭ar habitat type
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Turacos (n = 3)
Ibises (n = 1)
Herons (n = 2)
Pigeons, Doves (n = 37)
Pheasants, Allies (n = 8)
Megapodes (n = 3)
Paleognaths (n = 1)
Tanagers II, Allies (n = 46)
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Tapaculos (n = 7)
Antpittas (n = 10)
Gnateaters, Allies (n = 4)Antbirds (n = 81)Cotingas, Allies (n = 141)
Cotingas (n = 15)
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Cranes, Allies (n = 2)
Pigeons, Doves (n = 18)
Pheasants, Allies (n = 6)
Curassows, Allies (n = 10)
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Cuckoo
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Whipbirds, Allies (n = 1)
Berrypeckers, Allies (n = 3)
Logrunners, Allies (n = 1)
Honeyeaters (n = 11)
Thornbills, Gerygones (n = 3)Bowerbirds, Allies (n = 1)
Ovenbirds, Woodcreepers (n = 83)
Antthrushes (n = 6)
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Cranes, Allies (n = 2)
Turacos (n = 3)
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Herons (n = 2)
Pigeons, Doves (n = 55)
Pheasants, Allies (n = 14)
Curassows, Allies (n = 10)
Megapodes (n = 3)
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ザsゲ科|科Primary versus secondary forests
Primary forests had a simi旭ar SR to secondary forests across the 
tropics ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゲsグゲp p ┎ グsザゲズｫp in the New Wor旭d ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsゴ葦p 
p ┎ グs葦グゾｫp and in the O旭d Wor旭d ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゲsジザp p ┎ グsゴザゴｫs PD did 
not differ between primary forests and secondary forests across 
a旭旭 sites ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゴsジズp p ┎ グsゲゲ芦ｫp O旭d Wor旭d sites ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゴs葦ザp 
p ┎ グsゲグズｫ or New Wor旭d sites ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsズゴp p ┎ グsジ葦ゾｫs Simi旭ar旭yp 
we found no differences in sessPDp MPDp sessMPDp MNTD or 
sessMNTD between primary and secondary forestsp in the New 
Wor旭dp O旭d Wor旭d and across a旭旭 sites ｪTab旭e Sザｫs
ザsゴ科|科Species and phy旭ogenetic community 
composition
Avian communities in paired secondary and primary forest sites in 
the O旭d Wor旭d became increasing旭y simi旭ar in both species ｪßTD; 
Figure ザaq Tab旭e Sジq LRTr χ2 ┎ ゲゼsゼゲp p ┑ グsググゲｫ and phy旭ogenetic 
ｪßPDq Figure ザbq Tab旭e Sジq LRTr χ2 ┎ ゲゾsズゲp p ┑ グsググゲｫ composi-
tion with increasing time since abandonments Based on estimated 
s旭opesp secondary forest species and phy旭ogenetic composition 
wou旭d equa旭 that of primary forests after ゾゼ and ゾゴ years respec-
tive旭ys In the O旭d Wor旭dp distance between secondary and pri-
mary forest sites did not inf旭uence phy旭ogenetic ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsゲ葦p 
p ┎ グs葦芦ズｫ or species community intactness ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsゲゾp 
p ┎ グs葦葦ズq Figure ザcpdq Tab旭e Sジｫs We a旭so found a significant in-
teraction with distance for both ßTD and ßPD where recovery 
appeared to be more rapid in more iso旭ated sites ｪTab旭e Sジｫs We 
suggest that the counterintuitive resu旭t may be spurious because 
on旭y three O旭d Wor旭d sites are iso旭ated from primary forestp and 
in those sitesp distance and age have a perfect rank corre旭ations
We found no change in ßTD ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsグゲp p ┎ グsゾゴザｫ or ßPD 
ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsグズp p ┎ グs芦ゴゼｫ between paired primary and secondary 
forest communities in the New Wor旭d as time since disturbance 
increases ｪFigure ザapbq Tab旭e Sジｫs Indeedp soon after 旭and abandon-
mentp New Wor旭d communities retained around ゼゴ鯵 of species and 
ゼゾ鯵 of phy旭ogenetic intactness compared to primary forest commu-
nitiesp and this did not significant旭y change across the ズグ､year study 
periods Howeverp we found that as distance between sites increasesp 
the number of primary forest species that are found in New Wor旭d 
secondary forest sites decreases ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ズsジザp p ┎ グsグゴグｫp but that 
phy旭ogenetic intactness ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ザsザグp p ┎ グsグ葦ゾｫ did not change 
ｪFigure ザcpdq Tab旭e Sジｫs We found no effect of any of the c旭imatic pre-
dictors on species or phy旭ogenetic community intactness ｪTab旭e S芦ｫs
ザsザ科|科Species and phy旭ogenetic diversity
Across a旭旭 sitesp re旭ative SR did not increase with secondary forest age 
ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゴsゴゴp p ┎ グsゲザゼｫs Howeverp in the O旭d Wor旭dp as secondary 
forest age increased re旭ative SR recovered ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ 葦sザゾp p ┎ グsグゲゲｫ 
and reached primary forest 旭eve旭s in ｶジ葦 years ｪFigure ジaq Tab旭e Sズｫs 
As with our ana旭ysis of community intactness abovep we found a sig-
nificant but weak interaction between age and distances Secondary 
forest age did not have a significant effect on SR in the New Wor旭d 
ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsグゲp p ┎ グsゾゴ芦ｫs We found a positive effect of secondary 
forest age on PD recovery in the O旭d Wor旭d ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ジsグゲp p ┎ グsグジズｫp 
F I G U R E  ザ 科 The effect of secondary 
forest age on ｪaｫ ßTD and ｪbｫ ßPD and the 
distance between primary and secondary 
forest sites on ｪcｫ ßTD and ｪdｫ ßPD in the 
New Wor旭d ｪgreenｫ and O旭d Wor旭d ｪpinkｫs 
Secondary forest age is p旭otted on a 旭ogゲグ 
sca旭es On both y､axesp va旭ues fa旭旭 between 
グ ｪprimary and secondary forests are 
dissimi旭arｫ and ゲ ｪprimary and secondary 
forests are simi旭arｫs Lines of best fit were 
p旭otted from the fixed effects output of 
our mixed､effects mode旭ss The dotted 旭ine 
represents the va旭ue at which primary and 
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with PD reaching primary forest 旭eve旭s ｶ芦ジ years after disturbance 
ｪFigure ジbq Tab旭e Sズｫs Secondary forest age did not have a significant 
effect on PD in the New Wor旭d ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ グsグ芦p p ┎ グsゼ芦ゴｫs Secondary 
forest regeneration time had no effect on sessPD 旭eve旭s in the New 
Wor旭dp O旭d Wor旭d or across a旭旭 sites ｪTab旭e Sズｫs
Across New Wor旭d sitesp re旭ative sessMPD decreased as secondary 
forest age increased ｪLRTp χ2 ┎ ジsジグp p ┎ グsグジグq Figure ジcq Tab旭e Sズｫs 
This indicates that species within communities become more c旭ose旭y 
re旭ated to each other as secondary forest age increasess We found no 
effect of secondary forest age on sessMPD in the O旭d Wor旭d or across 
a旭旭 sites ｪTab旭e Sズｫs Re旭ative MNTD decreased in the O旭d Wor旭d as sec-
ondary forests get o旭der ｪLRTp χ2 ┎ ジsザゲp p ┎ グsグザ芦q Figure ジdq Tab旭e Sズｫs 
No change in re旭ative MNTD was found in the New Wor旭d or across 
a旭旭 sites ｪTab旭e Sズｫs Secondary forest age did not predict re旭ative MPDp 
MNTD or sessMNTD in the New Wor旭dp O旭d Wor旭d and across a旭旭 sitesp 
with mode旭s containing secondary forest age not significant旭y exp旭ain-
ing the data better than nu旭旭 mode旭ss Adding c旭imatic variab旭es to our 
best､fitting age and distance mode旭s did not improve mode旭 fit for any 
metric of richness or PD ｪTab旭e S芦ｫs
ザsジ科|科Forest､dependent species
We found that the re旭ative proportion of forest､dependent species 
increased with secondary forest age across a旭旭 sites ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゾsズズp 
p ┎ グsググゴｫp New Wor旭d ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ジsゲゴp p ┎ グsグジザｫ and O旭d Wor旭d sites 
ｪLRTr χ2 ┎ ゼsグゴp p ┎ グsググ芦q Figure ズq Tab旭e Sゼｫs Indeedp there were an 
equa旭 percentage of forest､dependent species in paired primary and 
secondary forest sites in the O旭d Wor旭d after ジズ yearss Howeverp 
after ズグ years of secondary recovery in the New Wor旭dp there were 
sti旭旭 ゼsゼ鯵 fewer forest､dependent species in secondary forestsp 
compared to primary forestss The proportion of forest､dependent 
species dec旭ined with increasing temperature when temperature 
was added to the best､fitting age and distance mode旭p but on旭y for 
the New Wor旭d and g旭oba旭 ana旭ysess No other c旭imatic variab旭es 
improved mode旭 fit ｪTab旭e S芦ｫs
F I G U R E  ジ 科 The effect of secondary 
forest age on ｪaｫ re旭ative species richness 
ｪSRｫp ｪbｫ re旭ative phy旭ogenetic diversity 
ｪPDｫp ｪcｫ re旭ative mean nearest taxon 
distance ｪMNTDｫ and ｪdｫ re旭ative sess
MPD in the New Wor旭d ｪgreenｫ and O旭d 
Wor旭d ｪpinkｫs Secondary forest age is 
p旭otted on a 旭ogゲグ sca旭es If SRp PDp MNTD 
or sessMPD is 旭ower in secondary forests 
compared to primary forestsp va旭ues on 
the y､axis wi旭旭 be negative and vice versas 
Lines of best fit were p旭otted from the 
fixed effects output of our mixed､effects 
mode旭ss The dotted 旭ine high旭ights where 
SRp PDp MNTD and sessMPD are equa旭 in 
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F I G U R E  ズ 科 The effect of secondary forest age on the proportion 
of high旭y dependent forest species found in secondary forest 
communities when compared to the paired primary forest site in 
the New Wor旭d ｪgreenｫ and O旭d Wor旭d ｪpinkｫs Secondary forest age 
is p旭otted on a 旭ogゲグ sca旭es Lines of best fit were p旭otted from the 
fixed effects output of our mixed､effects mode旭ss The dotted 旭ine 
high旭ights where the proportion of high旭y dependent forest species 
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ジ科 |科DISCUSSION
Our study represents the first g旭oba旭 assessment of recovery of 
avian PD in secondary tropica旭 forestss Our resu旭ts confirm that 
secondary forests can act as important reservoirs of PDp particu-
旭ar旭y in 旭andscapes with 旭itt旭e remaining natura旭 forest ｪFrishkoff 
et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs Overa旭旭p we find that avian PD recovers towards primary 
forest 旭eve旭s as O旭d Wor旭d secondary forests become o旭derp reaching 
equiva旭ence at around ゲググ yearsp but that this 旭eve旭 of recovery is not 
evident in New Wor旭d secondary forests Important旭yp this pattern is 
not driven by the co旭onization of a c旭ose旭y re旭ated set of speciesp but 
by the same set of species found in primary forests returning to O旭d 
Wor旭d secondary forests sites over time ｪas high旭ighted by increas-
ing community intactness with ageｫs This suggests thatp at 旭east in 
the O旭d Wor旭dp forest specia旭ist species that are threatened by for-
est 旭oss are returning to secondary forestss In New Wor旭d secondary 
forestsp previous work has shown that both SR ｪDunnp ゴググジｫ and 
PD ｪEdwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫ recover as secondary forest age increasess 
Our findings from the O旭d Wor旭d support the hypothesis that sec-
ondary forest regeneration can 旭ead to comparab旭e biodiversity to 
those found in primary forests and that PD recovers concomitant旭y 
with SR as the set of species that co旭onize secondary forest during 
recovery is drawn from the primary forest poo旭s
Previous studies ｪesgs Edwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Frishkoff et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ 
found that the conversion of primary forest to agricu旭tura旭 旭and can 
initia旭旭y 旭ead to phy旭ogenetic c旭usteringp with the avian community 
containing species that are on average much more c旭ose旭y re旭ated 
to each other in evo旭utionary times If secondary forest a旭旭ows recov-
ery of avian communitiesp then we might expect to see the trend 
reversed with increasing PD and decreasing c旭ustering through times 
Our resu旭ts are partia旭旭y consistent with this predictionp but suggest 
a more nuanced dynamic of gains of forest species a旭ongside 旭oss of 
non､forestp open habitat speciess In both the O旭d and New Wor旭dp 
the proportion of forest､dependent species increases with second-
ary forest agep a旭though the effect appears to be weaker in the New 
Wor旭dp at 旭east with respect to our samp旭ed sitess In the O旭d Wor旭dp 
this is concomitant with increases in SR and PDs In the New Wor旭dp 
neither SR nor PD increases with ages
The degree of phy旭ogenetic c旭usteringp howeverp appears to 
increase with age in both the O旭d Wor旭d and the New Wor旭ds This 
resu旭t is best exp旭ained by the gradua旭 shift from open｠agricu旭tura旭 
habitats to mature forestp as opposed to the abrupt change associ-
ated with deforestation in the reverse directions Avian communities 
in the ear旭y stages of recovery are 旭ike旭y to consist of resi旭ient open 
habitat species ｪAcevedo､Charry ｹ Aidep ゴグゲゾｫp those from younger 
c旭ades ｪEdwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Frishkoff et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫp species with wide 
diet breadths ｪesgs granivoresq Frishkoff et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ and the most 
resi旭ient forest､dependent speciess Over timep the gain of forest spe-
cies seems to outweigh the 旭oss of open habitat speciesp 旭eading to 
net gains in SR and tota旭 PD ｪa旭though this was on旭y observed in the 
O旭d Wor旭d in our dataｫs Howeverp the community becomes increas-
ing旭y dominated by a more c旭ose旭y re旭ated set of forest specia旭ists re-
turning and becoming more common ｪesgs understorey insectivoresr 
Acevedo､Charry ｹ Aidep ゴグゲゾq Stratford ｹ Stoufferp ゴグゲズｫs This 
turnover､driven pattern is borne､out by considering ana旭yses using 
species poo旭s inc旭uding a旭旭 species compared to species poo旭s with 
on旭y forest､dependent speciesr the c旭ustering trends are much 
weaker or absent in ana旭yses inc旭uding on旭y forest､dependent spe-
ciess If this pattern of recovery continues steadi旭y over timep then 
we wou旭d expect to observe trends that eventua旭旭y 旭ead to c旭ustering 
patterns that are simi旭ar to those in primary forestss The absence of 
this pattern in our data suggests that secondary forest may take a 
旭onger period of time than that captured in our dataset for to matures 
If sop then some of the most forest､dependent species may have not 
yet returnedp and indeed may never return ｪAcevedo､Charry ｹ Aidep 
ゴグゲゾq Sayer et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs In both our O旭d and New Wor旭d samp旭esp 
species from some c旭ades represented in primary forest do not ap-
pear in secondary forest sites and are a旭so among the most phy旭oge-
netica旭旭y distinctp such as Potoos and Sunbittern in the New Wor旭d 
and the Nightjars and Frogmouths in the O旭d Wor旭ds
Whi旭e forest species appear to increasing旭y co旭onize secondary for-
est communities over time in both the O旭d and New Wor旭dp commu-
nity composition recovers with age in the O旭d Wor旭d but not the New 
Wor旭d where paired primary and secondary forests ho旭d ゼゴ鯵 of the 
same speciesp and this does not significant旭y change across the ズグ､year 
study periods This cou旭d be interpreted as evidence for hemispheric dif-
ferences in the response of species and such differences cou旭d be the 
resu旭t of 旭arge旭y independent evo旭utionary historiess Howeverp we sug-
gest a more parsimonious exp旭anation due to differences in the sites in-
c旭uded in our meta､datasets Specifica旭旭yp in the O旭d Wor旭dp the majority 
of paired sites are contiguous such that secondary forest abuts primary 
forests On旭y three sites in our O旭d Wor旭d data are not connected ｪand 
are a旭so the most distant sites within the entire datasetｫs Effective旭yp 
and by chancep this contro旭s for potentia旭 confounding effects of dis-
tance and the ro旭e of species､specific dispersa旭 in determining patterns 
of recoverys In contrastp New Wor旭d sites are rare旭y contiguous and dis-
tances between secondary and primary forest sites are high旭y variab旭e 
ｪranging from グ to ゲpゼゴズ mｫs Indeedp our mode旭s inc旭uding distance be-
tween sites suggested 旭ower recovery as distance increasess That isp in 
the New Wor旭d recovery by distance may mask any effect of recovery 
by ages We are cautious in our interpretation because the distance data 
are incomp旭ete andp in some casesp qua旭itative rather than quantitatives
An a旭ternative exp旭anation for our finding that PD recovery differs 
in the O旭d and New Wor旭d cou旭d be a difference in species dispersa旭 
potentia旭s Moore et a旭s ｪゴググ芦ｫ found that some Neotropica旭 species in 
Panama were unab旭e to f旭y ゲググ mp and simi旭ar旭yp passerines from the 
fami旭ies Formicariidae and Thamnophi旭idae in the Brazi旭ian Amazon 
fai旭ed to cross ゴズグ m over farm旭and to reach their territories ｪLaurance 
ｹ Gomezp ゴググズｫs Whi旭e bird groups with poor dispersa旭 abi旭ityp such 
as the wren､babb旭ers ｪTima旭旭idaeｫp do occur in the O旭d Wor旭dp there 
may be disproportionate旭y more poor旭y dispersing species in the New 
Wor旭ds At presentp detai旭ed data on the dispersa旭 abi旭ity of many trop-
ica旭 birds are 旭ackings Nonethe旭essp identifying whether New Wor旭d 
species share any dispersa旭p or co旭onizationp 旭imiting traits cou旭d sug-
gest that region､ and eco旭ogy､specific conservation strategies are re-
quired for secondary forest managements
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ズ科 |科CONCLUSIONS
ズsゲ科|科Management imp旭ications
The rate of deforestation of primary tropica旭 forests is un旭ike旭y to 
s旭ows In some regions that have experienced high 旭eve旭s of primary 
forest 旭oss in agricu旭tura旭旭y suitab旭e areasp the area of space occu-
pied by secondary forests is increasing as farm旭and is abandoneds 
For instancep in Latin America and the Caribbeanp ┒ザ葦グpグググ km2 
of new secondary growth occurred between ゴググゲ and ゴグゲグ ｪAide 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Furthermorep each year around ゴゾグpグググ km2 of sec-
ondary forest regrowth occurs on abandoned 旭and g旭oba旭旭y ｪHurtt 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs Abandonment is most 旭ike旭y to happen in margina旭 
areas that are too dry or steep for more modern farming methods 
ｪde Rezendep Uezup Scaranop ｹ Araujop ゴグゲズq S旭oanp Goosemp ｹ 
Laurancep ゴグゲ葦ｫp and it is these margina旭 areas that perhaps pose the 
biggest opportunities for conservation gains ｪEdwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq 
Gi旭roy et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs
Forest connectivityp the sizes of primary forest patches and 
human activity cou旭d inf旭uence the rate at which species can re-
co旭onize secondary forests fo旭旭owing abandonment ｪBanks､Leitep 
Ewersp ｹ Metzgerp ゴグゲゴq Ma旭donado､Coe旭ho ｹ Marinip ゴグググq Prughp 
Hodgesp Sinc旭airp ｹ Brasharesp ゴググ芦ｫs The majority of secondary for-
ests are reported旭y found in c旭ose proximity to remnant forest across 
the tropics ｪCrkp Uriartep Corsip ｹ F旭ynnp ゴググゾq Edwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq 
S旭oan et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp and it is therefore 旭ike旭y that primary forest 
patches acted as sources of co旭onizing dispersers to secondary for-
est patches across a旭旭 sites in our study ｪGi旭roy ｹ Edwardsp ゴグゲゼｫs 
Indeedp in the O旭d Wor旭dp the majority of secondary forest sites are 
contiguous with primary forest sitess
A旭though secondary forest regeneration is 旭ike旭y to occur in areas 
that are unsuitab旭e for modern farming practicesp they sti旭旭 face the 
threat of deforestations Indeedp in Costa Ricap ズグ鯵 of secondary for-
ests were found to have been c旭eared within ゴグ yearsp and 芦ジ鯵 within 
ズジ years ｪReidp Faganp Lucasp S旭aughterp ｹ Zahawip ゴグゲ芦ｫs In both the 
O旭d and New Wor旭dp using carbon､based payments for ecosystem 
services under REDD┊ to protect these new forests from deforesta-
tion or to enhance the rate with which 旭and is abandoned and returned 
to secondary forest ｪGi旭roy et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ represents a key conservation 
opportunitys Furthermorep the emerging g旭oba旭 Forest and Landscape 
Restoration agendap in which nations have targeted ザズグ mi旭旭ion hect-
ares of restoration by ゴグザグ ｪBonn Cha旭旭engep nsdsq GPFLRp ゴググザｫp rep-
resents another po旭icy driver for the recovery of secondary forestss 
Such investments shou旭d be focused on 旭and in c旭ose proximity to pri-
mary forestsp which our study suggests wou旭d enhance the rate of re-
covery of diversitys In additionp regenerating forests tend to be poor旭y 
protectedp with 旭awsp po旭icies and socioeconomic conditions that can 
work against 旭ong､term persistences In Costa Ricap for examp旭ep the 
旭aws that protect forests exc旭ude youngp regenerating sitesq in factp 
they are often targeted for c旭earing to prevent them being rec旭assified 
as forest ｪSierra ｹ Russmanp ゴググ葦ｫs We thus need to focus our atten-
tion on 旭ega旭 frameworks to remove disincentives to the 旭onger term 
persistence of secondary forestss
Taken togetherp our resu旭ts not on旭y point to an important ro旭e 
of secondary forest in maintaining tropica旭 forest biodiversity but 
a旭so suggest the critica旭 need to provide 旭ong､term management and 
protection to maximize conservation benefitss We a旭so high旭ight the 
importance of integrating 旭oca旭 and regiona旭 patterns of fragmentation 
and 旭andscape eco旭ogy when investigating the potentia旭 of second-
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ondary forests shou旭d be seen as a priority for the conservation of 
tropica旭 biodiversitys
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